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SUMMARY SHEET
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NAME OF THE HIGH CONTRACTING PARTY: PORTUGAL

DATE OF SUBMISSION: 31/03/2016

CONVENTION ON CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS
AMENDED PROTOCOL II

NATIONAL POINT(S) OF
CONTACT: MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Disarmament and Non-Proliferation
Division

Largo do Rilvas

1399-030 Lisboa, Portugal

a/t

Luis Quartin Graça (Head), Mauro
Alexandre Martins
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Fax: +351 21 394 60 37

E-mail: luis.quartin@mne.pt,
mauro.martins@mne.pt
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Industry, Logistics and Research and
Technology Division

Av. Ilha da Madeira

1400-204 Lisboa / Portugal

T: + 351 213 028 500

F: + 351 21 302 7221

E-mail: dgrdn@defensa.pt

(Organization, telephones, fax, e-mail)
This information can be available to other interested parties and relevant organizations:

☑️ YES
☐ NO
AMENDED PROTOCOL II

Reporting for time period
from: 01/01/2015  to: 31/12/2015
<dd/mm/yyyy>  dd/mm/yyyy

Form A: Dissemination of information:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2008)

Form B: Mine clearance and rehabilitation programmes:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2008)

Form C: Technical requirements and relevant information:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2008)

Form D: Legislation:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2008)

Form E: International technical information exchange, co-operation on mine clearance, technical co-operation and assistance:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2010)

Form F: Other relevant matters:
☐ changed
☒ unchanged
(last reporting year: 2009)

Form G: Information to the UN-database on mine clearance:
☒ changed
☐ unchanged
(last reporting year: )

CONVENTION ON CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS
AMENDED PROTOCOL II

Form G  Information to the UN-database on mine clearance

Article 11, paragraph 2,  “2. Each High Contracting Party undertakes to provide information to the database on mine clearance established within the United Nations System, especially information concerning various means and technologies of mine clearance, and lists of experts, expert agencies or national points of contact on mine clearance.”

Remark:

High Contracting Party:  PORTUGAL

Reporting for time period from: 01/01/2015 to: 31/12/2015

MEANS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF MINE CLEARANCE:
Same as reported last year

LISTS OF EXPERTS AND EXPERT AGENCIES:
Same as reported last year

NATIONAL POINTS OF CONTACT ON MINE CLEARANCE:
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Disarmament and Non-Proliferation Division
Largo do Relvas
1399-030 Lisboa, Portugal
a/t
Luís Quartin Graça (Head), Mauro Alexandre Martins
Phone: +351 21 394 63 39
Fax: +351 21 394 60 37
E-mail: luis.quartin.cordeiro@mne.pt, mauro.martins@mne.pt

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Directorate-General for National Defence Resources